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VoL. XII. TERRE HAUTE, IND., OCTOBER, 1902.
TECHNIC'S readers are students; from these there
 is a demand for such a department; in fact,
we fear the students appreciate this department
to the exclusion of some of the more important.
After a careful consideration of the facts and be-
lieving that " A little nonsense now and then is
relished by the best of men, "the board has de-
cided to continue the local department.
We have, however, reverted to the word " Dif-
ferentials," believing that none better can be
found to designate the small occurrences at a
technical school.
tIb
TRAWS show which way the wind lows.
From the indications about Terre Haute
on the seventeenth of September, the conclusion
is reached that there must have been somewhat
of an educational cyclone centered about the Rose
Polytechnic Institute.
Eighty-four Freshmen have been enrolled, the
largest class in the history of the Institute. We
understand that the same is true of many of the
other engineering schools, though perhaps the
increase has not been in such a large proportion.
These facts not only show that the trend of the
public mind is toward engineering branches of
education, but that Rose is, as has always been
the case, above par in the educational market.
A class of eighty-four Freshmen may seem
small when compared to the numbers enrolled in
our large universities, but it must be borne in
mind that the maximum limit, as set by the cata-
logue, is sixty for any one class. But there is a
qualifying statement in the catalogue which says,
"A few more, however, may be admitted to the
Freshman class, owing to the loss that is prob-
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IN presenting this volume of THE ROSE TECH-NIC it will not be the intention of the board
of editors in any way materially to change its
form or contents.
Knowing that THE TECHNIC has reached its
present high position among college and scien-
tific publications by an eleven years' steady,
healthy growth we realize that it would be the
height of folly should we, by a stroke of the pen
so to speak, endeavor to introduce any innova-
tion.
It has been claimed by many that a depart-
ment of locals has a belittleing effect upon a
paper claiming to be of a scientific nature, and
that most of the matter that conies under this
department is of no interest to the Alumni and
those readers outside of the school, therefore,
such a department should be excluded from the
columns of THE TECHNIC. However, it must
be remembered that a large portion of THE
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examinations." The question that now presents
itself is, can the facilities of the Institute be so
increased as to permit of an increase of the limit,
or will it be possible to raise the degree of schol-
arship required, and thus conform to the reading
of the catalogue?
AAA
\A R. DANA H. CRAWFORD has again beensecured by the Athletic Association to
take charge of the gymnasium and athletics in
general. He is, at present, busy with the foot
ball team, but in a short time gymnasium classes
will be organized and the work will be conducted
as it was last year. The Faculty, in order to en-
courage athletics, have decided to give credit for
faithful and regular athletic work on reports.
A perfect mark will be represented by 2%, and





present this month a clear, concise and
practical article by Dr. Gray upon "Some
Methods of Determining Specific Inductive Ca-
pacity." Dr. Gray's articles are always of value
to engineers and scientific men, hence THE
TECHNIC is highly gratified whenever it is able
to publish one. .,..,.,
THERE has been but one change in the Fac-ulty. Mr. Schwartz, '02, having resigned
as instructor in drawing, to accept a position in
the drafting department of the Evvart Mfg. Co.,
Mr. Arthur J. Paige was chosen to fill the va-
cancy. It will be remembered that Mr. Paige
graduated from Rose last June, receiving the
Hemingway gold medal for excellence in work
throughout the four years' course.
..0.agat
AMONG the many enlargements, necessaryto accommodate the increase in the num-
ber of students, none is more marked than the
change in the foundry. The partition that sep-
arated the pattern room from the foundry has
been torn out, thus throwing the two rooms into
one. 'Arry says he now has the best room in
the entire building.
THE position of junior local on THE TECHNICstaff being left vacant, by the failure of
Mr. Sandham to return to the Institute, Mr. L.
A. Touzalin has been elected to supply the va-
cancy. Mr. Touzalin was chosen by reason of
special qualifications that fit him..to fill such a
position.
AAA
THE TECHNIC desires to express its appre-ciation of the favors shown by Mr. Michel,
Mr. Kiefer, Mr. Dorn and Mr. Hunley in assist-
ing our artist in equipping THE TECHNIC with
new headings. Every department appears with
a new heading, with the exception of the editor-
ial page. This one we consider too fine a piece
of work ever to be displaced.
SjSj
PROSPECTS for football were rather poor,for .a while, after the action of the Faculty
in barring four of the best men from the team.
In fact, many were in favor of cancelling the
schednle and not attempting: to put a team in
the field at all. But, after an explanation by
the President of, the position of the Faculty in
regard to athletics, in which he stated that al-
though athletics were not used as an advertising
devise, it being believed that an engineering
school could not afford the time to make athletics
a leading feature, yet the Faculty were heartily
in favor of athletics of the right sort and thought
the football schedule should be carried out, it
was decided to reorganize the team and make
the most of the opportunities. So now, let ev-
eryone pull strong, and pull together, encourag-
ing the team by every action and word. And
above all, "don't knock."
AAA
THE Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. has, as usual,gotten out a most excellent hand-book.
Among the many new features that appear in
this issue may be mentioned the railroad time-
tables, the fire-alarm card and the space allotted
for recording the athletic results. But why should
as much space be allowed a student for recording
receipts, as there is for recording expenditures?
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Some methods of Determining Specific Inductive Capacity.
By DR. THOMAS GRAY.
I N the course of some investigations made dur-
ing the last few months it became necessary
to determin2 th2 spcific inductive capacity of
several substances, satnples of which could b:-.
conveniently obtained in the form of thin sheets.
Several methods of eXperiment were adopted, so
that accidental errors might be eliminated, and a
brief description of two or three of them is here
given.
The determinition of the spcific inductive ca-
pacity of a substance implies, in general, the
measurement of .the capacity of a condenser in
which that substance forms the dielectric and the
comparison of this capacity with that of the same
condenser when air is the dielectric. It is not
always easy to obtain direct measurement of the
capacities of the same condenser under both of
the two conditions mentioned and hence some
method of inference is commonly adopted. In
the experiments here referred to the capacity of
a "gaurd ring" condenser was compared with
that of a three plate air condenser under two
conditions (1) when its dielectric was entirely
air, and (2) when its dielectric was partly air
and partly the substance under consideration.
The Gaurd Ring Condenser. —The essential
peculiarity of a gaurd ring condenser will be
readily gathered from the diagram Figure 1. In
this figure a forms the central part of one side of
a shallow metal box and is just small enough not
to touch the other portion, b, when held in a
central position by means of insulating supports.
When a and b are in electric contact they form
one plate of the condenser, the other plate being
c. It is clear that since b forms the outer part of
the plate it will include the portion at the edges
a
of the plate which is not uniformly charged and,
since it passes over the back of a it will carry any
charge that goes to the back of the plate. When
the plates are large in diameter in comparison
with the distance between a and c the central
portion will be uniformly charged. The part of
b which surrounds the edge of a is called the
gaurd ring. The plate c is supported by a cen-
tral pillar and can be moved nearer to or farther
from a by means of a micrometer screw which
enables any change of distance between these
plates to be accurately measured. The plate ab
is supported from the base by glass rods resting
at their lower ends in oil cups, to insure perfect
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insulation, and the whole instrument is inclosed
in a metal case to shield it from external electri-
fication. The plate a is 28 centimetres and the
plate b is 36 centimetres in diameter.
The Three-Plate Condenser.—This condenser is
shown diagramatically at d, Figure 1. It con-
sists of two outside plates connected together by
means of metal screws which enable the distance
between them to be varied. The central plate
rests on the lower of the two outside plates through
three thin glass rods fitted into screws which
allow the positions of the plate to be adjusted.
The ends of the glass rods are immersed in oil
contained in cups formed in the supporting plate.
The central plate is round, 25 centimetres in di-
ameter, and the two outside plates are square, 35
centimetres to the side. The connecting screws
are placed at the corners of the square plates.
This condenser is also fitted with a metal case.
Methods of Experiment.—(1) The arrange-
ment of the apparatus is shown by the diagram
Figure 1. The plate a of the gaurd ring conden-
ser is connected by a wire to the central plate of
the three-plate condenser, while the plate c is
connected through non-inductive resistances r,
and r, to the outer plates. The electrodes of
an alternating current transformer are connected
across the resistances r, r,, and an electrodyna-
mometer f is connected, through a key k, be-
tween the common terminal n of r, and r, and
the terminal of a. Connection is also made by
means of a wire between n and the guard ring
plate b. All of these connecting wires and the
electrodynamometer are carefully insulated.
The apparatus being adjusted as described the
measurement is made as follows: The distance
between the plates c and a is adjusted by moving
c until closing the key k produced no deflection
of the suspended coil off The sheet of the sub-
stance to be tested is then introduced between c
and a and the position of c again adjusted until
closing k produces no deflection on f. When
this is the case the capacity of the plate a has
the same value that it had at the end of the first
adjustment. Let now d1 be the distance between
a and c after the first adjustment, d, the distance
after the second adjustment, t the thickness of
the sheet introduced and s the specific inductive
capacity of the material. The two equal ca-
pacities are
area of a area of a
12.5664d, 
and 
12.6664 (d,— t -1-1)
Hence we see that
t
t—(d,—d1)
It may be remarked at this point that since t
is the thickness of the sheet and d,—d, the differ-
ence between the readings of the micrometer,
which moves c, after the first and second adjust-
ments, the absolute distance between the plates
a and c does not enter into the result. It follows
that there is no need for a determination of the
micrometer reading for absolute contact of c on
a. Neither is it necessary that the plates should
be perfectly flat or perfectly adjusted to paral-
lelism. It may be further remarked, however,
that when s is large d,—d, becomes nearly equal
to t and hence to obtain fairly accurate values of
the specific inductive capacity the sheet has either
to be of considerable thickness or the thick-
ness of the sheet and the micrometer readings
have to be obtained with great accuracy. When
a conducting sheet, such as a plate of metal, or
even a plate of glass not carefully dried, is placed
between a and c the difference c/2—d1 gives the
thickness of the sheet. In such a case s is infin-
ite. When thin sheets only are available the
method is best adapted to the measurement of
the sp. ind. cap. of substances for which that
constant is not over two or three times unity.
This, however, includes a large number of sub-
stances, such, for example, as gutta-percha,
india rubber, vulcanized fibre, cotton or linen
cloth, paper, wood, etc.
The accurracy with which d, and d, can be
obtained depends upon the sensibility of the elec-
trodynamometer and it will be apparent to any
one who has used even the most sensitive of
these instruments that under ordinary conditions
the sensibility is not sufficient when the fre-
quency of alternation is such as is commonly
S=
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used on lighting or power circuits. This ques-
tion is discussed more in detail in connection with
the second method of making the test and a
method of obtaining the required sensibility is
there described.
Let us return again to the diagram. Suppose
at any instant that c is positively charged, then
a is negatively charged by induction, and as a
consequence the middle plate of d is positively
and the outer plate negatively charged. Since
the plate a is connected to the central plate of d
but, when k is open, is otherwise insulated, the
positive and the negative charges on these plates
must be equal and the connecting wire at zero
potential. If now the closing of k causes no
current to flow the point n is also at zero poten-
tial. Thus the difference of potential between
the two ends of r, is the same as that between c
and a, and similarly the difference of potential
between the two ends of r, the same as that be-
tween the plates of d. These differences of po-
stated, but no error in the result, is produced by
the necessity of connecting the gaurd ring to the
point n. This causes a very slight difference be-
tween the currents which flow through r, and r2.
This connection is made, as shown, for the pur-
pose of keeping the potential of b the same as
that of a when balance is secured. The current
which flows to and from b does not flow through
the electrodynamometer.
(2) Another arrangement of the apparatus
which was found to give very satisfactory results
is shown in Figure 2. In this case the plate c
and the outside plates of d are connected together
and to one of the terminals of the transformer
e. The other terminal of the transformer is con-
nected through a key k to a, b and the central
plate of d. The connection to a includes one of
the coils, f, of a differential electrodynamometer
while the connection to the central plate of d in-
eludes the other coil, h. If the coils of the elec-
trodynamometer are so adjusted that, when
•
•
 LA  1 
F 9.
tential must clearly be inversely as the capacities
of the condensers, and hence if r, be equal to I-,
the capacity of the central portion of the guard
ring condenser equals the capacity of d. It is
not necessary to use equal capacities in the ex-
periments here described and hence the more
general condition may be stated, namely, the ca-
pacities of the condensers are, when balance is
obtained, inversely as the resistances r, and rg,
and since r, and I-, are constant the capacity
ratio is always the same when balance is ob-
tained. A slight disturbance of the ratio as here
2.
equal currents flow through them, no field is
produced at the suspended coil zero deflection of
the instrument will indicate equal capacities of
the condenser d and the part a c of the guard
ring condenser. It is immaterial, however,
whether the zero deflection indicates equality or
simply a constant ratio of these capacities. For
very rapid alternation of the e. m. f. at e the
suspended coil, g, of the electrodynamometer
may be put in series with f or h and sufficient
sensibility obtained, but for moderate frequency,
such as 60 or 120 periods [per second, the sensi-
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bility is not sufficient. In order to increase the
sensibility the instrument is used heterostatically,
that is, the current through g is made independ-
ent of the currents through/or h. In this way
of using the instrument the current through g
can be made much larger than that through
either g or h and the sensibility correspondingly
increased. In the actual experiments the current
through g- was obtained by charging the conden-
ser j connected in the manner indicated in the
figure. The capacity of j was generally two mi-
crofarads while, as will be readily seen from a
rough calculation, the capacity of a was gener-
ally somewhere near the thousandth part of a mi-
crofarad. The sensibility was thus increased
two thousand fold. With this arrangement and
the somewhat insensitive instrument available a
change of one per cent. in the capacity of a c
could be made to give from five to ten divisions
deflection of the spot of light on the scale of the
instrument. The frequency used in this case
was sixty cycles per second.
This heterostatic method of using an electro-
dynamometer was discussed, for a number of ap-
plications, by Rowland some years ago. Certain
precautions are necessary in almost all cases to
avoid inaccuracy. In this particular application,
for instance, it is important that the phase rela-
tion of the currents through f , g and h should
be the same for different adjustments of c and for
the case of all air between a and c and the case
of partly air and partly the substance under test
between a and c. It is likely, for instance, that
a substance which caused considerable dissipa-
tion of energy in consequence of the continual
oscillation of the charge would give rise to a
variable ratio of the capacity of the condensers
corresponding to zero deflection of g- when more
or less of the substance was included between
the plates. The necessity for a check against
possible error due to such causes was the reason
why several methods were used in the experi-
ments. The same method of sensitizing was
used in Method 1, although the circuit i g j is
not shown on the diagram, Figure 1. The ne-
cessity for some such means of obtaining high
sensibility is greater in Method 1 than it is in
Method 2 because, in that case, the current
through/is zero for a balance, whereas it is ap-
proximtely constant, with the differential effect
zero, in Method 2. The charges of the two con-
densers, however, are synchronous in Method 1.
The important feature of this method of ob-
taining a sensitive electrodynamometer lies in
providing against the magnetic moment of the
movable coil varying with the strength of the
current to be measured. When that is the case,
the indications of the instrument are as the
square of the current and hence it is insensitive
to small currents. By this heterostatic arrange-
ment the magnetic moment of the movable coil
is constant and the indications are therefore in
simple proportion to the current as is the case
with an ordinary galvanometer.
Another thing in connection with the use of
an electrodynamometer may be worth referring
to here. It is generally assumed that the sensi-
bility of such an instrument is determined by the
form, arrangement and number of windings of
its coils together with the torsional rigidity of
the suspending wire or ribbon. This has given
rise to a call for exceedingly fine suspension fila-
ments. Such are not important in the hetero-
static use of the instrument or when a second coil,
supplied with an independent current, either al-
ternating or continuous, is carried by the same
suspension. In such cases the instrument can
be sensitized by means of a fixed coil, placed
parallel and coaxial with the suspended coil and
connected in series with it so as to be supplied
with the same current. This "fixed " coil re-
quires to be adjustable, of course, in order that
the sensibility may be varied; it takes the place
of the controlling magnet on a galvanometer.
As to the manipulation in this second method
only a word or two is necessary. So far as the
gaurd ring condenser is concerned the method of
operation is the same as that described in Method
1 and the same equation applies for the calcula-
tion of the specific inductive capacity. In test-
ing for a balance it is important to remember
that less inductive disturbance is likely to be
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produced by opening and closing the key k than
the key i because of the comparatively large cur-
rent flowing through i. The use of the key k
for testing balance has also the advantage that
less care is then necessary in the adjustment of
the instrument, so that the currents in the leads
and terminal wires of the coil g may not cause a
permanent deflection when i is closed.
The current through g has to be more or less
nearly either in the same or the opposite as the
currents in f and h. A current of any desired
strength could, of course, be passed through g by
omitting the condenser j and substituting a con-
denser in its place. The phase of such a current
would, however, be ninety degrees behind that
in/and hand no deflection would result. If the
resistance substituted for j be given high self in-
duction the current will fall more or less nearly
into opposition of phase, and sensibility is again
obtained. The condenser was found to be the
more satisfactory, but if the e. m. f. used in the
experiments be high it may be difficult to obtain
a condenser capable of bearing the stress. In
such a case resistance of high self induction and




(3) Some tests were made of the applicability
of the method illustrated in Figure 3. This
method differed from that first described above
in that a Kelvin 100-volt multicellular electro-
static voltmeter, q n q, was connected across the
terminals of the three plate condenser and the
electrodynamometer was omitted. The joint
capacity of this electrometer and condenser was
adjusted so as to be about half the capacity of
the central part of the gaurd ring condenser.
The difference of potential between the plates of
the gaurd ring condenser was then about one-
third of that available at e, while that measured
by the electrometer was the other two-thirds.
Using the city 100 volt lighting mains for e the
voltmeter read about 70, which gave fair sensi-
bility. The two resistances r, and 7-2 connected
across the terminals of e were adjusted so as to
have the same ratio as the capacities and the
point p connected to the gaurd ring b. The
proper ratio for r, and r, could be readily ob-
tained at any time by comparing the reading of
the voltmeter with that obtained when it was
connected directly across the mains, which could
be done by connecting a to c. It was found after
connecting up the apparatus for this method of
measurement that by increasing the distance be-
tween a and c to two or three millimetres the
condenser d could be omitted altogether; the volt-
meter then acted both as condenser and measur-
ing instrument.
The method of using the gaurd ring condenser
was the same in this case as in the others. The
position of the plate c being adjusted until the
voltmeter gave the same reading.
The results corroborated those obtained by the
other methods, but the inconstancy of the e. m.
f. between the city main gave a good deal of
trouble. With a constant source of e. m. f. this
method would work perfectly.
An electrometer used heterostatically after the
manner in which the electrodynamometer was
used in Method 1 and substituted for it in that
arrangement would no doubt prove satisfactory
and give high sensibility. Such an arrangement
has not yet been tried. Various other methods
of using electrometers will be found described in
the standard text books.
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Couching Upon Concrete.
BY J. F MONTGOMERY, '98.
CPre"
A MATERIAL with a past eminently satisfac-tory, a present but little short of marvelous,
and a future that will probably surpass the antici-
pations of its most ardent admirers. Cement and
its popular form, concrete, have been used for
many years, but it has only been quite recent that
it has come into such general use. In the United
States it is probable that the past ten years em-
brace the majority of the important work for
which this material has been used; there are sev-
eral reasons for this, but the principal one is, the
large reduction in the cost of cement. Ten years
ago we used largely imported Portland cement;
today, we manufacture in this country, and in
almost any section, as good cements as are made
in the world. Our supply of suitable raw ma-
terial is inexhaustible, and the American ideas
in cement producing machinery, as in many
other lines, have proved to be second to none.
We have, as in the incident of the Illinois Steel
Company, the use of a by-product as the raw
material; here the slag from the furnaces is used
to make a very uniform and popular cement.
The success of this company's product has led
them to more than double their capacity dur-
ing this year. They are turning to a source
of considerable revenue a refuse which other-
wise would have been an expense to dispose of.
It is such instances as this, and the enormously
increasing capacity of the American plants, to-
gether with the lower cost of manufacture due to
modern machinery, which brought the price of
our best grades down until last spring they sold
for less than one-third the price paid ten years
ago.
The normal yearly increase in the capacity
of the cement plants of the United States has
been for the past several years about 50 per
cent., but during the past few months we have
passed through an almost complete cement fam-
ine, due almost entirely to the enormous demand
which was not anticipated by even the best post-
ed manufacturers. The price *advanced 75 per
cent. in as many days, and only a limited amount
was to be had at these figures, as the plants had
contracted early in the season for the larger share
of their capacity. This seemingly abnormal
increase in demand was the very natural result
of two causes which should have been anticipat-
ed. The principal cause being the almost uni-
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versal adoption of concrete by the railroads for
all heavy masonry; several prominent cement
dealers say that the western roads have taken
this year several times the amount of cement
which they used in 1901. One well known east-
ern road placed orders for one million barrels to
be used this year. The second cause has been
the shortage of steel for building purposes, which
has resulted in concrete being substituted in many
places. The close of this year will see the com-
pletion of many concrete constructed buildings.
In Cincinnati, Ohio, they are erecting a fifteen
story office building where the foundation, fobt-
ings, walls, columns, girders, and floors are to
be constructed of concrete reinforced with small
steel rods and bars; a form of construction which
is rapidly becoming popular with our best archi-
tects and builders.
In view of the general use of concrete and the
seeming possibilities of this material for all classes
of masonry work, it seems that a too careful
study of its properties could not be made. It is
a matter of constant surprise and wonder to the
engineer who comes in contact with the uses of
concrete, how little is actually known regarding
the strength of this material and the most effec-
tive way of developing this strength. In many
cases the methods are as crude as those of a
crossroad carpenter, who uses timber of a size
which "looks about right," only the concrete
carpenter does not have the precedents and ex-
amples to follow, which guide his less important
crossroad cousin.
When it comes to the re-inforced concrete, the
conditions are less satisfactory; the only methods
which have been used with any degree of suc-
cess are simply tests of actual construction, as no
mathematical formula has yet been devised which
gives results indentical with, or even approach-
ing, those found by actual test. This is unfor-
tunate, as we have no uniform results carefully
computed and compiled to work from; as in the
case of the many handbooks for steel design, all
of which give uniform data.
As comparatively little capital is required to
carry on a concrete contracting business, many
men of little or no responsibility have entered
the field, each posing as an expert, and as such
writes his own specifications and prepares his
own design. There is no accepted standard and
the architect has no means of checking the de-
sign, so he specifies a load test and if the con-
struction carries same it is accepted; if not, the
knowing contractor readily explains how the ce-
ment was at fault and tries again.
The objections to these methods are apparent:
it was as recent as the second of this month that
there occurred a failure of a re-inforced concrete
floor with fatal results. The writer had an op-
portunity to observe the construction a few days
previous to the accident. It was practically the
first experience of the builder with construction
of this nature, and it is not a surprise that the
concrete in this particular instance failed. The
material used was bad, and might even be termed
"trashy," yet it was put in place with the assur-
ance and that implicit confidence which are char-
acteristic of ignorance.
There have been during the past year many
buildings designed with concrete floors of unus-
ual span. The architects are probably men not
well informed on the engineering side of this
business and have accepted the judgment of the
"quack" concrete expert, with a simplicity
which is surprising. The probable reason for
this has been that these architects have been
anxious to keep in the vanguard of progress, so
have accepted on faith, what they should have
required to be thoroughly proven.
With this condition of affairs surrounding one
of the best and most popular of our building ma-
terials, it seems that steps should be taken to
prevent its abuses, and to prevent its being
brought into disrespect for the lack of better un-
derstanding of its properties. Apparently the
only way to accomplish this is to educate archi-
tects and engineers to a correct understanding of
the uses and abuses of concrete so that they will
understand what is necessary to require of the
contractor, so that whether the contractor under-
stands his business or not, the public and con-
crete may be protected from his ignorance or
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willful abuse of the material for his own gain.
Our scientific schools and engineering societies
have been devoting a considerable amount of
time to the study of this material, but there re-
mains a great deal to be learned, and where the
engineering course is so filled that no time re-
mains which may be allotted to the study of
concrete, the time being taken from other branches
of masonry, which are rapidly going out of
date, could be used on this material to a better
advantage. The practical use of Stereotomy is
becoming more and more contracted each year,
and probably ten years from now it will make
little difference whether or not the engineer can
design the templets for the keystone or the skew
arch, so long as he is able to design a concrete
arch for the same place. It is probable that
within another decade the rubble masonry will
be considered in the same class with the log
cabin.
ALUMNI NOTES.
"Oscar G. Rice, who died this morning at his
home 429 Third St., was born in Vienna, Austria,
twenty seven years ago, and had lived in Brooklyn
for six years. He was an engineer in the employ
of the B. F. Sturtevant Company. He leaves a
widow, a father, brother and sister. His brother
Arthur, is the construction engineer of the New
York and New Jersey Telephone Company."—
From the Brooklyn Eagle, of October Sixth.
Mr. Rice, was of the class of '96.
An announcement has been received of the
marriage of Mr. James Clark Carlisle Holding,
'94, to Miss Laura May Krepps, of Pittsburg, on
Wednesday, October eighth.
Parks, '02, who accepted a position at Sche-
nectady, with the General Electric Co., has been
promoted.
Larson, '00, was with us a day or two on his
way to Chicago, from the south where he has
been doing some erecting for the Allis-Chalmers
company.
TECHNIC.
Schwartz, '01, has accepted a position in the
designing room of the Ewart Mfg. Co. at Indi-
anapolis.
Troll, '01, who is with the National Malleable
Castings Co., at Indianapolis, has been made
manager of the annealing department.
Clay, '01, was in town for a week since school
opened. He helps to float Ivory soap at Ivory-
dale, Ohio.
THE TECHNIC has received an invitation to
the marriage of Mr. George Herbert Likert, '99,
to Miss Cora Adriana Zonne, of Appleton, Wis-
consin. The wedding is to take place Wednes-
day evening, October fifteenth. Mr. Likert's
home is Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Sid Kidder, '00, stopped here for a few days
on his way to Columbia University, where he
will take a course in mining engineering.
Arthur Kidder, '99, will help to establish
boundaries between some of the southwestern
states this winter.
Montgomery, '98, has been blessed with an
heir since our last issue. May the boy follow in
his father' S footsteps.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND , Sept. 30, '02.
Editor Technic:
Hood of 1923 arrived at my house at noon of
Sept. 24, 1902. Yours,
HOOD, '93.
The marriage of Mr. Edward F. Phillips, '00,
to Miss Florence Idler took place in the Central
Presbyterian church, Terre Haute, Ind., on the
evening of Wednesday, Oct. 8. Mr. Cecil A.
Howell, '99, was the best man. Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips will, after November 1st, be at home to
their friends at the Hotel Imperial, Indianapolis.
Mr. Phillips is connected with the Brown-
Ketcham Iron Works.
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the Omit %aft take.
By R. A. OGLESBY, '04.
HAVING been asked a number of questionsconcerning Great Salt Lake, I have come
to the conclusion that a brief statement of its
origin, present condition and facts incidental
thereto would not come amiss and might, indeed,
clear up some of the ideas that many eastern
people hold on the subject.
To begin with, Great Salt Lake is in the north-
western corner of Utah and covers almost one
thousand square miles, being about sixty-five
miles long and eighteen miles wide. It is very
irregular in shape and has several islands.
Two of these, Church and Antelope by name,
are quite large. All but one of these islands
are barren, being devoid of pure water, but
Antelope island supports a large ranch, raising
wild game for the markets. A few buffalo
are being kept on this island, and some hope
of a large herd in the future is entertained.
Mineral deposits of gold, silver and copper have
been found on some of the smaller islands, but
so far they have been of such a low grade that
they would not pay to ship. The two principal
inlets of the lake are the Bear river on the north
and the Jordan river on the eastern coast. The
lake has no outlet. There is rather a peculiar
coincidence between the system, the Salt Lake,
Jordan river and Utah Lake, its source, and the
Dead Sea with its inlet in Palestine. This fact
is, of course, made use of by the Mormons in ob-
taining converts, and incidentally in birds'-eye
view as a cover design for a railroad folder.
Although so heavily impregnated with salt,
the water, contrary to general belief, does sup-
port animal life in the form of a shrimp, perhaps
three thirty-seconds of an inch long. This
shrimp moves by jerking its tail and lives on sea-
weed, of which there are four varieties.
The water is very clear, with a slight greenish
tinge, and objects at a depth of twenty or thirty
feet can be seen very distinctly. As the water is
quite heavy, owing to the large amount of solid
matter held in solution, it takes quite a
strong wind to cause a high sea, and consequent-
ly a four or five foot wave is a matter of quite
serious consideration when calculating its possi-
ble effect on railroad trestle work. On a calm
day, however, this very heaviness is a source of
much delight to bathers, as one can float around
in almost any position without troubling about
keeping one's hands or feet in motion to preserve
the balance. With much of a sea on, the water
is blown into the eyes and is very disagreeable.
A bather coming out of the water presents a pe-
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culiar appearance, as his face is covered with
white blotches where the water has evaporated
and left the salt. There are three resorts on the
lake, Garfield, Syracuse and Saltair, the last one
being the only important one. It is built out in
the lake, about one-fourth of a mile from the
shore, on wooden piles driven into the sand a
depth of eight to twelve feet. The pavilion is
constructed of steel and wood and has three
stories, being one hundred and eighty-five feet
high. The dancing floor is said to be a trifle
less than one-eighth of a mile in circumfer-
ence. Bathing accommodations for five thou-
sand people can be had. The beach is com-
posed of very fine white shells and pebbles, all
quite round and almost uniform in size, per-
haps one-thirty-second of an inch in diameter.
The formation of sandstone is going on all the
time in the sand. One can dig up specimens of
conglomerate of varying degrees of hardness al-
most anywhere. The sand does not solidify in a
thin film covering a large area, but forms in ir-
regular pieces scattered here and there. This
•conglomerate is very probably formed by the
calcium carbonate held in solution being deposit-
ed and cementing the small particles of sand into
lumps which are added to from time to time.
These lumps, helped on by the water, have
caused the Saltair resort a great deal of trouble
and have brought up a very interesting point in
an engineering line.
Eight years ago, when the pavilion was first
built, there was from eight to ten feet of water
beneath it. Very gradually the sand, forced by
the waves, banked up among the piles and then on
itself until at this time one has to go at least three
hundred yards out in the lake away from
the pavilion to get eight feet of water. This
absence of water from the pavilion has caused
many to imagine that the water has evaporated
three or four feet, but since the sand comes up
to within six inches of the old water marks, it is
safe to assume that the sand has taken the place
of the water. Be this as it may, however, the
sand is there and the problem is, how to get rid
of it and have, to coin a word, a bathable
amount of water close to the bath rooms. Among
the schemes proposed are first, a moving side-
walk, to be extended as the sand continues to
bank up; second, move the entire pavilion out
into the lake. This would cost at least twenty-
five thousand dollars and at the end of another
eight years they would again have the sand
banked up; third, employ men with horses and
scrapers to excavate to a sufficient depth; and
fourth, to build a stone wall enclosing, say,
ten acres and continually pump water in and
out of it. Of these schemes the third is to
my mind the most feasible and economical,
as it entails no expensive power plant installa-
tion and maintenance, no smoke or dirt and
preserves the natural conditions. Moving the
pavilion and building a moving sidewalk are
both costly, while building a stone wall enclosing
ten acres and furnishing a pumping outfit suffi-
cient to keep a constant flow of water through it
would spoil the freedom of bathing to a large
degree. No one cares to take a tub-bath on the
shore of the ocean. However, this plan is looked
on very favorably by the Saltair engineers. I
might state here that the resort is owned by the
Mormon church.
Following is a table of the minerals held in so-









The presence of 18% salt in the water, of
course, presents rather a pleasant aspect to an
investor, so at present we have a large plant en-
gaged in procuring the salt from the water and
selling it, both refined and crude. The first
operation to obtain the crude salt is very simple.
As the country at Saltair for fifteen to twenty
miles along the lake and from ten to twenty
stretching backward, is but a few feet above the
level of the lake, immense shallow lakes, perhaps
three to four feet in depth, and varying in area
from tell acres to ten square miles, have been
made, simply by banking up the dirt with a light
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board backing. Pumping plants have been in-
stalled out in the lake and the water is pumped
into these shallow lakes, or pans. The water is
allowed to evaporate until nothing but the salt
is left. Teams with dirt scrapers now gather
the salt into rectangular piles, where it is allowed
to remain until disposed of as crude, or refined and
sold for table salt. During the process of evapora-
tion some very pretty articles are made by dipping
a frame work of wood or wire into the water.
After a few days crystals of salt will have cov-
ered the entire frame.
These articles, however, will keep only in dry
climates. Taken to a damp climate they absorb
water and fall apart. In closing, let me add a
warning. If it is ever your good luck to take a
bath in the lake, do not attempt to dive in it, as
the water is so heavy that you are liable to lose
your breath. If much of a sea is on keep your
mouth shut, and if you see you are going to get
splashed shut your eyes. Also do not think that
you can float without a little practice. It is
quite true you cannot sink, but you can turn up-
side down with great ease. A little practice and
you will get the knack of it.
frit FINNuAL Eccr, T ION
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THIS year's reception given under the aus-pices of the Y. M. C. A. for the Freshmen
was a particularly enjoyable affair in every way.
To be sure, it rained, and after that it rained
some more, but a large number of Polys and
their friends were out to welcome the "largest
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class the Poly ever knew," (to quote from one
of the songs sung by the Glee club). Name
cards, the pen and ink work of Austin, '03, tied
with rose colored ribbons, were handed to each
guest as he entered the gymnasium, and proved
excellent substitutes for an introduction com-
mittee. A large number of young ladies was
present to add to the brilliancy of the occasion and
incidentally to pass • delicious ices and cakes later
in the evening. Almost the entire Freshman class
was present and the boys were made to feel at
home in short order by the upper classmen. The
members of the Faculty and their wives acted as
a reception committee at large.
In addition to having the largest enrollment
the class of '06 has the added distinction of be-
ing the first to receive a welcome from a Rose
Glee club. Everybody connected with the school
is proud of the glee club; everybody listens and
everybody expects to be highly entertained when
twenty-five Rose men line up to sing. No one
was disappointed with the reception. From Presi-
dent Mees, who seems to think the boys ought
to have the earth if they want it—if it would go
to music, that is—down to the youngest member
of the Freshman class, all enjoyed the songs.
A lyric, sung to the tune of "Mr. Dooley," by
Regan, '04, ran something as follows, and se-
cured the emphatic approval of the new men:
There came upon this campus once
A mighty class of men,
They jumped upon the Sophs, and then
They did it all again.
And when at last 'twas found the pipe
By fifteen hands was held,
They straightway let the Sophies go
And this is what they yelled:
" We're Naughty-sixes! We're Naughty-sixes!
The largest class the Poly ever knew,
Quite diplomatic and energetic
Like Mr. Dooley-ooley-ooley-ooley-oo!"
For some reason the boys had to sing it over
again. Another selection, "Dat Waterrnillion,"
seemed to affect Prof. Wickersham's pedal ex-
tremities in a peculiar manner, causing some ex-
citement in one part of the room. Later in the
evening a large number of those present formed
a jolly company around Mrs. Allyn Adams at
the piano, joining in college songs of every style.
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It was a disappointment to many that the Rose
orchestra was unable to rehearse in time to play
some of its spirited music on this occasion.
The gymnasium was tastefully decorated and
presented a holiday appearance with its gay fes-
toons, couches, cushions, etc. Fruit-punch was
available during the early part of the evening
and another successful Poly affair is "lost to




BY CLIFTON BRANNON, '04.
CCORDING to custom, and as advertised
in the annual catalogue of the Institute,
the embryo civil engineers of the Junior and
Sophomore classes were, at the close of school last
summer, taken upon the yearly surveying expe-
dition, or civil camp as it is commonly called,
under the supervision of Prof. McCormick.
The object of the survey was to give these
would-be C. E.'s an idea of how a railroad sur-
vey is conducted and to familiarize them with
their profession. •
The survey made the past summer was a con-
tinuation and completion of the survey of the
year before, made by the classes of '03 and '04.
The object of the survey was to remove several
heavy grades and sharp curves of the Vandalia
railroad between Greencastle and Eagles, by
finding a more feasible route.
It was the original intention to leave Terre
Haute at seven o'clock every morning and return
early in the evening. But after an experience oj
several days Prof. McCormick decided that too
much time was being lost in this manner, and
proceeded to obtain board at Reelsville. After
a long, almost hopeless hunt, board was finally
obtained for the party at two places. The seven
Juniors were registered at one "hashery" and
the ten Sophomores "hung out" at another. For
the sake of charity it is better to say no more
,about these "beaneries," but if anyone desires
further information on this subject let him ask
one of the civils.
The survey, as originally begun by the class
of '03, started at Greencastle and was run west
for a distance of some three miles. This sum-
mer, however, work was started at Eagles and
the line run in a north-easterly direction. After
a distance of over seven miles had been run out
the two surveys intersected and the work was
done.
FRESHMEN CLASS.
°Archer, Raymond S  Pittsburg, Pa
Arnold, Harry  Dyersburg, Tenn
Barnes, Albert K  Chicago, 0
Benbridge. Richard W  Terre Haute
Beattie, Lilburn C Higginsville, Mo
Baylor, Harry D Tremont, Ill
Beatty, Richard S  Louisville, Ky
Bell, Wm  . Terre Haute
Branham, George A  Hannibal, Mo
Brooks, G. G  Atlanta, Ill
Butler, E. S  Terre Haute
Cadden, Chas  Terre Haute
Canfield, H. R  Aurora, Ind
Cannon, John W Midway, Ky
Cargill, Stuart  Anaheim, Cal
Crevoisie, Hugh  Canton, 0
Curry, Jasper W.  Windfall, Ind
Curry, John R Terre Haute
Delle, Frank Cashton, Wis
Demmitt, C. R  Illiopolis, Ill
Downing: R. C  Higginsvilie, Mo
Eastwood, Harry W  Louisville, Ky
Eaton, A E  Pinckneyville, Ill
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Eppert, Carl E  Terre Haute
Evans, Robert B  Oxford, Ind
Fieudenreich, Arnold E Terre Haute
Fuqua, Herbert  Terre Haute
Gerst, Albert  Cincinnati, 0
Goodwin, D. E  Fort Worth, Tex
Goebel, Galen  Indianapolis, Ind
Glover, Wm. R Terre Haute
Grisell, Albert L  Pennville, Ind
Hamaker, Roswell L  Terre Haute
Hannurn, Frank J  Concordia, Kan
Hensgen, Walter  Terre Haute
Herman, Percy  Louisville, Ky
Hodge, Thomas D Henderson, Ky
Hopkins, Russell B  Terre Haute
Jackson, James Terre Haute
Johnson, John M Terre Haute
Jones, Edgar G  Terre Haute
Kelsall, Geo. A Louisville, Ky
Kiely, Edward D California, Mo
Lawton, Clarence W  Brockport, N. Y
Lee, Addison W 
Lee, Earle P 
Louisville, Ky
Terre Haute
Lee, Ludwell  Terre Haute
Leonard, R. A Decatur, Ill 
McClelland, Harry N  Danville, Ill
McCormick, Geo. T  Terre Haute
McComb, Harold Terre Haute
McKeen, Frank Terre Haute
Mead, Richmond A  
Mil Pine Bluff, Arkner, Harry  
Chicago, Ill
Modesitt, Chas. C Edwards, Ind
Morrow, Archie  Terre Haute
Morrow, Tracy R  Terre Haute
Nichols, Herbert  Terre Haute
Niedheiser, Robt  Terre Haute
Pote, Frank W Terre Haute
Powell, A. M  Newcastle, Ind
Powers, F. Irwin  Carnegie, Pa
Porter, Melville R  White Plains, N. Y
Robinson, John B  Erlington, Ky
Robinson, Paul T  Omaha, Neb
Rogers, Harvey E  Terre Haute
Rotz, John M  Prairieton, Ind
Ryan, Edw. C Louisville, Ky
Shauwecker, Edgar J Clay City, Ind
Singletary, Darwin C  Terre Haute
Smith, Chauncy Effingham, Ill
Theobald, Chas. F Terre Haute
Thurman, Roy  Terre Haute
Turk, Edward W Terre Haute
Turk, Paul E.  Anaheim, Cal
*Walker, Robt. H  Terre Haute
Warren, Frederic P  Terre Hattie
Weisel, Hans V Anaheim, Cal
White, Knowles  Shelburnville, Ill
Wiley, Adin  Kansas,Ill
Wilkins, Hal E Terre Haute
Willien, Leon J., Jr  Terre Haute
Wilms, H. John  Louisville, Ky
Wischtneyer, Carl  Louisville, Ky
NEW SOPHOMORES.
Hanley, Frank  Logansport, Ind
Heick, Win. R  Louisville, Ky
Kiefer, Herbert  Louisville, Ky
McBride; John S  Louisville, Ky
Ropke, John H  Louisville, Ky
•Decease.l.
NEW JUNIORS.
Cory, Mark D DeGraff, 0
Hill, Roy W Chicago, Ill
GRADUATE STUDENT.
Sharp, Jas S  Clinton, Miss







Senior Class. —President, Harry W. Palmer; Vice-
President, Chester L. Post; Secretary, Henry S. Kellogg;
Treasurer, N. Hadley Cox.
Junior Class.—President, J. Newton Ross; Vice-Presi-
dent, Clifton Brannon; Secretary and Treasurer, L. A.
Touzalin.
Sophomore Class.—President, Herbert L. Watson; Vice-
President, Chas. R. Peddle; Secretary, Ray G. Jenckes;
Treasurer, Frank Reynolds.
Freshman Class.—President, Edgar Jones; Vice-Presi-
dent, Paul Turk; Secretary-Treasurer, F. Hodge.
Student Council.—President, Harry W. Palmer; Vice-
President, J. N. Ross; Secretary, H. Blair Pettit; Treas-
urer, Henry S. Kellogg; Clerk, Albert A. Krieger.
Athletic Association.—President, George B. Linden-
berger; Secretary, John 0. Bland; Treasurer, John F.
Regan; Manager Football Team, Brent C. Jacob; Assist-
ant Football Manager, H. C. Gilbert.
Scientific Society.—President, Marion W. Blair; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Howard Mullett; Senior Councilor, Henry
S. Kellogg,
Telegraph Association.—President, Albert A. Krieger;
Vice-President, Sol Levi; Superintendent, Carl J. Kiefer.
Camera Club.—President, A. E. Michel; Vice-Presi-
dent, Marion W. Blair; Secretary-Treasurer, Alfred N.
Austin.
V. M. C. A.—President, Henry S. Kellogg; Vice-
President; Cleo. B. Cook; Secretary-Treasurer, Mewin B.
Miller.
Orchestra. — President, Robert D. Landrum; Vice-
President, Arthur Worthington; Secretary-Treasurer, Leo
F. Dorn; Representatives, William H. Bowsher and J.
Edward Daily.
Glee Club. — President, Fred B. Lewis; Vice-Presi-
dent, N. H. Cox; Secretary-Treasurer, John F. Regan;
Representatives, Henry S. Kellogg and I. J. Cox.
Symphony Club.—President, Robert D. Landrum; Sec-
retary-Treasurer, I. J. Cox.
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'be Pipc 111161).
THE challenge of the Sophomores to the Fresh-men for a game of base ball, pipes prohibited,
etc., appeared as has been the custom. It was put
up twice and removed as many times in one night,
so that very few, except members of the two
lower classes saw it. By morning it had been
reduced to ribbons and divided among the Fresh-
men. On the evening that it was posted, the cam-
pus was the scene of many preliminary fights
which promised some lively proceedings for Sat-
urday.
As usual, the Sophomores won the ball game,
and also, as usual, the Freshmen won the pipe
rush. The ball game was without interest, ex-
cept to those who were looking for new men for
the school team in the spring. What the ball
game lacked in excitement, however, was furn-
ished in the rush. The game lasted only three in-
nings and the Sophomores, with Daily in the box
and their unusually strong class team behind him,
had little trouble in winning the game. The
score was 8 to 1 when the pipes first appeared
and the scrap began.
The pipe rush was carried out according to the
rules that have been in use for the last few years.
The contest for the small pipes lasted for fifteen
minutes. Although the Freshmen had the ad-
vantage all through there were many Sopho-
mores that came out of the first half with pipes
in their possession. In the second half the two
classes were lined up on opposite ends of the
campus and the large pipe was placed in the
center of the field, between the two lines. When
the referee's whistle blew both sides made a rush
for the pipe. The Sophomores arrived first, but
the pipe was quickly taken from them and at the
end of ten minutes, when time was called, the
Freshmen had fifteen hands on the pipe to none
for their opponents.
The individual ball playing of some of the
Freshmen was good, and it is hoped that those
who did show up well will be with us in the
spring when base ball practice begins.













N. H. Cox acted as umpire for the ball game; 0. II. Lindenberger
referee for the pipe rush.
FOOT BALL PRACTICE.
Foot ball practice began with the opening of
school. Bowie did not arrive until Monday, but
Mr. Crawford was here to take charge of the
team. There were many vacancies to fill, but
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there were plenty of candidates for the different
positions, although most of them were rather
light. The vacancies on the team were caused
partly by graduation and partly by withdrawal
from school. Uhl, Dickerson, Nicholson and
Fishback graduated, and Hampton, von Borries
and McDonald failed to return this year. The
new men who have chances of making the team
are Leonard, Bland, Parr, Turk, Daily, Brooks,
Speeker and Steel.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
As a result of an action of the Faculty which
retired four of the old players from the football
team, it looked for a while as if Rose would not
be represented on the gridiron this year. The
men were withdrawn under the rule that no stu-
dent whose average is below 65 per cent. for the
preceeding term is allowed to represent the school
in athletics. On account of the demoralized con-
dition of the team, resulting from this decision,
the Indiana University game was cancelled, and
a general assembly of the students was called to
discuss the matter. Dr. Mees called the meeting
to order, and advised the boys to go ahead and
have a team and do the best they could. Prof.
Hathaway gave the same advice, and Mr. Craw-
ford was in favor of continuing the team. Sev-
eral of the boys, including Bowie, the retiring
captain, Brannon, the new captain, and Jacob,
manager, made speeches. A number of Fresh-
men promised to come out for practice and the
meeting ended with some enthusiasm. Linden-
berger, president of the Athletic Association,
presided at the meeting.
The team, as it now stands, has on it, only
three of the old players. They are Brannon, N.
H. Cox and Kellogg. Prospects are rather
gloomy for a winning team, but the schedule
should be carried out, if only for the sake of our
reputation. Much credit will be due to Man-
ager Jacob and Captain Brannon if the games
are all played.
ROSE 24; T. H. HIGH SCHOOL 0.
The foot ball team played its first game of the
season on Saturday, September 27. The game
Brannon, Bland, Parr and
the carrying of the ball.
The score was 24 to 0. Daily kicked all of
the goals.
was with the Terre Haute High School and was
played for the practice it would afford both teams.
Fifteen minute halves were played and both
teams were winded when time was called. Rose
won the game easily. The High School could
make small gains through the line, but fumbled
the ball constantly, and Daily and Oglesby each
made touchdowns on fumbled balls. Bowie,
Leonard did most of
FRANKLIN 0; ROSE 5.
Despite many things which might have served
for excuses in case of defeat, Rose won the first
of the scheduled games that it played. The day
was an ideal one for the spectators and there
were a number of people present to see the double
header. The principal game of the afternoon
was Franklin vs. Rose and was the chief attrac-
tion. The second game was played between the
Terre Haute High School team and the Rose
Second Team.
Franklin kicked off to McBride, who returned
the ball ten yards. After a couple of downs the
Rose rooters were brought into the game by a
pretty run of 20 yards by Kellogg. Cox followed
by a 10 yard run and it looked as though we had
the game our own way. Bowie inude 3, Bland
5, and Brannon 4 yards and then the ball was
lost on a fumble. Franklin soon fumbled, how-
ever, and Bland was on the ball. The ball was
then carried by short gains to Franklin's three
yard line, where they braced and held for downs.
They advanced the ball for a short distance and
then punted. Eppert retnrned 10 yards, Bowie
made another 10 and then by short gains the ball
was carried to the 15 yard line. Here Franklin
held again and Rose had 3 yards to make and 3
downs. The two teams lined up on the 15 yard
line and Daily and Eppert dropped back to the
20 yard line. Speaker passed the ball back to
Eppert, who held it, while Daily kicked the first
goal from field that has ever been made in a game
on the Rose campus.
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Franklin kicked off to Daily, who carried the
ball back 20 yards. By short gains Rose ad-
vanced past the center of the field, where Frank-
lin held for downs. They returned the ball 20
yards, when Brannon captured it on a fumble.
Time for the half was called with the ball in the
center of the field, with Rose making good gains.
In the second half Eppert kicked off. Frank-
lin then, by short gains and the aid of a 5 yards'
penalty on Bowie, for off side play, carried the
ball well into Rose's territory. Here Brannon
got through and by a pretty tackle broke up one
of their plays. This seemed to put a stop to
their gains and in a short time they fumbled and
Speaker fell on the ball. Cox then made 5,
Kellogg 10, Daily 5, Bland 3 and Daily again 5
yards, when Franklin got the ball on a fumble.
Franklin brought the ball to Rose's ten yard
line but fumbled and Daily captured the ball.
Daily made a 20 yard run, Cox 4 and Brannon 3
yards. Here Rose was forced to kick and Frank-
lin made a good return of Eppert's pretty punt.
Franklin soon punted and this brought the ball
rather too close to our goal line for comfort.
Bowie made 5 yards and Kellogg broke through
the line for what seemed would be a touchdown.
The full back slipped as he started for him, but
was just able to trip him. As it was, Kellogg
made 20 yards. Time was called with the ball
in Rose's possession at about the center of the
field, the score being 5 to 0.
The Faculty modified its order and allowed
Bowie to play in this one game and he played in
his usual style. Brannon played a good game,
and everyone is more than pleased with the work
of our four little men in the back field. Speaker,
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HIGH SCHOOL 11, ROSE SECOND TEAM 0.
The second game on the afternoon of Oct. 11
did not end as favorably for Rose as did the
Franklin game. The High School team was
much heavier than the Second Team and it was
weight that won the game. The High School
kicked off to Stahl, who made a good return.
Rose soon lost the ball and the High School
made a touch down in less than five minutes of
play. In the second half the High School again
scored but it was hard work. They failed to
kick the second goal. Stahl played a hard game
and got into every scrimmage. Warren, Krieger
and Oglesby also played excellent ball. Stricker
and Ferguson (lid gocd work for the High School.
The line up:
H. S. ROSE.
Stuart C  Smith
Markle R G  Chamberlain
Jones  L G  Hodge
Apple and Smith R T  Jones
Springer  1.4 T  Krieger
Glover   R E  Oglesby
Whitlock  L E  Warren
Hoffman  Q. McConnick and McNabb
Ferguson R H  Mullett
Brannon   H  Reynolds
Strecker  F B  Stahl
Umpire—Jamison.
Referee—Lindenberger.
Timers—Prof Lake and McFarland.
Linemen—McLaughlin and Fulton.
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE.
Oct. 4.—Indiana University, at Bloomington.
Oct. 11.—Franklin College, at Terre Haute.
Oct. 13.—DePauw, at Greencastle.
Oct. P4.—Washington, at St. Louis.
Oct. 25.—Wabash, at Crawfordsville.
Nov. 1.—Earlham, at Terre Haute.
Nov. 8.—DePauw, at Terre Haute.
Nov. 15.—Wabash, at Terre Haute.
Nov. 22.—Indianapolis University, at Indianapolis.
Nov. '27 . —Earlham, at Richmond.
TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
Entries for the fall tennis tournament have
been received and the first round is being played.
There are several good players entered and it is
safe to say that the man who wins the event will
have to play for it. The interest is unusually
great in tennis this year, a fact which must be
pleasing to all, and especially to Professor Hath-
away, who helps so much to keep this sport alive.
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"A LITTLE NONSENSE, NOW AND THEN,
IS RELISHED B Y THE BE5TOF MEN:
Hail! Hail! Hail!
The gang's all back,
So now to work,
With little rest.
We've rested long,
Let's to the task
And set a good example
For those who in our footsteps come;
They come to Rose as we have done,
To study engineering.
25 ('06's) + 20 ('05's) = 33 fights.
Set on ' Watching
by '04's challenge
white33 fights + =-9 ('06's)feathers
'Fake outing.
As an encore for "Mr. Dooley," the Glee club
might have sung:
Oh! Doctor Leo; Oh! Doctor Leo;
The greatest man the Poly ever knew.
So diplomatic and sympathetic,
Without the Doctor what would Poly do?
Senior: "Try that. That tobacco costs one
dollar and thirty-five cents per pound."
Freshman (who knows him): '`Did you steal
it?"
Cohn: I want something to do.
Levi: What do you want?
Cohn: Something easy.
Oglesby: Levi is your man.
Can a man marry his widow's sister?
(Prize for correct answer, one copy October
TECHNIC.)
Primus: Can you change a five dollar bill?
Secundus: Yes.
P.: Then lend me two and a half.
A member of the Soph. class, on going into a
law office Nviiere a friend was studying, said:
I want a divorce.
L. S.: What from?
Soph.: From my conscience.
L. S.: That's easy. A clear case of non-
support.
Heard on campus during fight in the dark:
I ain't no soft-more, I'm a '06.
Let everyone do his best to make our football
team a successful one. In the words of Walter
Kennedy, captain of the team at the University
of Chicago, some years ago: "Let's show them
that we have faith in them and that they belong
to us. Jolly them up whenever we can. Don't
wait till we get on the field, but make them feel
all through the week that we're with them body
and soul. That will help to bring them together
and cheer them up more than all the coaches can
possibly do."
Come in, Kiefer.
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Crain (during a lecture on Mirrors): What's
the matter when you see too many things, Pro-
fessor?
Staff: Depends on what you've been drink-
ing.
Announcements of the marriage of Mr. Robert
J. Koffend, formerly of '03, to Miss Florence L.
King, of Orilla, Out., on Thursday, July 10th,
have been received by many of his former class-
mates. Miss King was for several years in
charge of the Light House mission work in Terre
Haute. Mr. Koffend is at present general secre-
tary of the Orilla, Ont., Y. M. C. A.
Wagner: Mr. Michel.
Michel: I can't give it.
Wagner: I have not yet asked the question.
Dr. Gray: The shear here and the shear there
give us a pair of shears.
The following articles were found on the
Campus after the pipe rush:
1 handful! red hair.
2 false teeth.
pink shirt (blood stained).
1 hair comb with three teeth left.
47 suspender buttons.
Owners can obtain by identifying at office.
Newnam, in a half awake condition, endeav-
ors to stop the alarm of an alarm clock by con-
tinuing to turn the hands.
Logan: "The class will be divided into halves.
One half for the machine shop, one for the
blacksmith shop and the other for the foundry."
If you Freshmen wish to work a pipe line with
your shop instructor never fail to address him as
Professor Wires.
Sol says that "most masculine nouns in Ger-
man take der."
Hurrah for "Hero Raz."
Professor: For Wednesday's lesson I wish
each one to hand in an essay to be printed in the
Sunday Gazette.
Staff: I refuse to write, professor, I'm a
Union man.
At the last Journal Review the chemists. lits-
ened to an extremely interesting paper written
by Mr. Noodles Hahn, '04. The review was
entitled: "A New Quantitative Method for the
Destruction of the Nine Lives of a Thomas Cat."
Mr. Hahn said in substance: "This new method
is based upon the disastrous effects of Hydro-
cyanic Acid upon the nerves. The feline to be
operated on is held firmly between the knees.
while the experimenter, after filling his mouth
with hydrocyanic acid, sprays it into the opened
jaws of the cat. The effect is instantaneous.
In three experiments I found that two cats leaped
into the air, turned a double somersault, and fell
in an extinct condition; while the third curled
up its paws and died without a groan." Mr.
Hahn concluded his lecture by stating that it
is often a good plan for the experimenter to place
a sponge in the back of his mouth to prevent thc
acid from being swallowed.
SOPHOMORE'S SOLILOQUY.
(Apology to Mr. Hamlet)
To turkey or not to turkey,
That is the question.
Whether 'tis better to go to the pipe rush
And there seek anihilation;
Or, by claiming a sore foot,
Thus evade an issue.
To take dirt, to back down, in short, to turkey,
Aye, that's the rub!
For in the epithet, turkey, what a mass of ridi-
cule and scorn is contained.
But to meet defeat like a man, 'tis a far better
course,
For we weak, frail, poor mortals fear public
scorn more than an early grave.
So come what may, there is no other way.
forgive all my relatives. I am decided.
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SINCE its introduction, two years ago, theDepartment of Reviews has been very suc-
cessful and we are going to try to make it even
more successful this year. The books reviewed
will be only those of the best publishers and
those of the greatest scientific interest. For
the benefit of the students, they will be given to
the library, where they may be referred to at any
time. With the help of the Faculty and the
encouragement of the readers of THE TECHNIC,
there is no reason why the Department of Re-
views should not be equal to that of the best en-
gineering magazines. If any of the books re-
viewed should be ordered we would be very
grateful if THE TECHNIC were mentioned.
Electrical Catechism. Published by the Hill Publishing Co., New
York. 6x7 inches; 210 pages. Price $2.00.
THIS book is compiled from the regularissues of Power, and treats of electricity
in all its branches, including electrical units and
measurements; principles of electrical machines;
single and polyphase; direct and alternating cur-
rents; transformers, rotary converters, electric
light and machine construction, etc. •
It is arranged in the question and answer sys-
tem, thus making it quite easy to find a discus-
sion of the desired subject. The illustrations
and subject matter are entirely modern, and to
the practical electrician this book would be very
valuable. B. H.
Electrical Process for Preserving Wood.
A process, adapted not only to preserve rail-
way ties, telegraph lines, etc., but also to use for
small pieces of wood employed in cabinet-mak-
ing, etc., has recently been put to work in Ger-
many. The apparatus consists of a tank of con-
venient shape to receive the wood to be treated,
on the bottom of which is laid a lead plate con-
nected with the positive pole of a dynamo. The
wood to be treated rests upon this plate, and is
covered with another plate connected with the
negative pole. The tank is filled with a solution
of resin in borax, and carbonate of soda. The
action of the current causes the sap to exude
from the wood and flow up to the surface where
it can be skimmed off, the antiseptic solution
taking its place. After a treatment of from five
to eight hours' duration, the wood is withdrawn
from the bath and dried either in the open air or
in kilns. The current used is at a pressure of
110 volts, and energy is consumed at the rate of
about one kilowatt to thirty-five cubic feet, or
420 feet board measure of wood. It is somewhat
less than this when the wood is freshly cut and
still full of sap.—Rlectrical Review.
Solder for Aluminum.
A great drawback to the use of aluminum for
many purposes is the difficulty of soldering it.
A number of solders are known that are fairly
successful when manipulated by skillful hands.
The following one given in a recent issue of the
Ahminum World is presumably of the same
class, and is given for what it is worth. It was
recommended by Prof. E. Wilson in a paper read
before the Society of Arts. The constituents
are 28 pounds of blocktin, 3.5 pounds lead, 7
pounds spelter, and 14 pounds phosphor-tin.
The phosphor-tin should co::tain 10 per cent.
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phosphorus. The following instructions should
be followed when soldering aluminum: Clean
off all dirt and grease from the surface of the
metal with benzine, apply the solder with a cop-
per bit, and when the molten solder covers the
surface of the metal, scratch through the solder
with a wire brush, by means of which the oxide
is broken and taken up Quick manipulation is
necessary.—Age of Steel.
Heating in Red-Hot Lead for Hardening.
I have seen from time to time in various me-
chanical papers, articles on heating steel in the
lead crucible. As some of these have been bene-
ficial to me, says Mr. E. R. Markham, in the
American Machinist, I have thought that a few
points may be useful to some who possibly are
having troubles that I have encountered in an
experience that now covers several years.
For certain classes of work I consider the lead
pot a very satisfactory method of heating. Take,
for instance, such bicycle parts as cones, ball
cups, etc., and such tools as small mills, shank
mills, reamers, counterbores, and similar articles.
For these it is a speedy and very reliable means
to use, as the heat is so uniform and can be ap-
plied so safely. With it there is no danger of
burning the outside of the article before the core
is heated. Large and small parts are heated
alike, and a number of pieces can be heated at
the same time, thus making it quite a cheap,
speedy, and yet reliable way of heating.
' It is necessary to have a good, uniform heat
under and around the pot, that can be maintained
for quite a length of time. I prefer an oil or gas
fire, but good results can be obtained when using
coal or charcoal.
The most satisfactory crucible is one made of
graphite especially for this purpose. A cast-iron
one can be used, but as a rule it is not as satis-
factory and is more costly, as it burns out very
quickly. The graphite crucible should be an-
nealed before using, as this toughens it, reduces
the liability to cracking, and makes it longer
lived. To anneal the crucible, place it in an
oven or furnace, heat it to a red, take it out,
and allow it to cool off slowly.—Age of Steel.
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HABERDASHERS AND HATTERS 
523 Wabash Avenue
Have Your PICTURES FRAMED at
VIC K ROY'S
911 MAIN ST.
Largest Assortment of MOULDINGS in the
City and all at
GOOD, REASONABLE PRICES






646 & 648 Wabash Ave, Terre Haute, Ind
GO TO F(Ilinill) & irrfrr( )-NT
FOR FINE SUIT. THE H. S. & M.
FOR FINE OVERCOAT
AN UP-TO-DATE HAT
BEST LINE OF FURNISHINGS
ALSO FINE TAILORING
WE DO THE BUSINESS 522 MAIN ST.
POLY'S HEADQUARTERS
Terre llaute House Billiard parlors
You should always mention THE TECHNIC when doing business with our advertisers.
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SCHOOL FOR DANCING 7I5 Main Street
Adult classes, for beginners, Tuesday, Oct. 21st, at
7:30 P.M. Juvenile class, for beginners, Wednesday,













27 N. Seventh Street, SURBRING'S GOODS
YOU'RE RIGHT
To Our Freshmen Friends:
BOYS -
You really have n't
started in right until you
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CIGAR STORE AND BATH ROOMS,
21 NORTH SEVENTH STREET
NEAR POST OFFICE.
1,-. WE USE THE ANTISEPTIC COMPRESSED AIR.
As far as laundering is concerned, if we do the work. High-
est grade in either gloss or domestic finish. Our agent, Mr.
WM. BELL, will attend to your calls.
HUNTER LAUNDERING & DYEING CO.
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The "SORENTO" ENTIRELYNEW
If you want Up-to-Date Styles, we can suit you
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COMING ATTRACTIONS AT THE GRAND.
Oct. 15. Devil's Island.
Oct. x6. In Convict Stripes.
Oct. 17. East Lynne.
Oct. 18. For Home and Honor—Matinee and Night.
Oct. 20. Al H. Wilson, in "A Prince of Tatters.'
Oct. 21. Along the Mohawk.
Oct. 23-24-25. Irving French Company—Mat and Night.
Oct. 27-28. A Honolulu Coon.
Oct. 29. Ezra Kendall, in The Vinegar Buyer."
Oct. 30. A Convict's Daughter.
Oct. 31. A Desperate Chance.
Nov. 1. " Mat. and Night.
Nov. 3. A Royal Slave.
Nov. 4. Lost in New York.
Nov. 5-6. Queen of the Highway.
Nov. 7. James Warde Co., in The Tempest."
Nov. 8. Elsie DeWolf, in The Way of the World,"
Nov. io. Strange Adventures of Amos Skeeter.
Nov. Ir. When We Were 21.
Nov. 12. Black Patti.
Nov. 13. At Valley Forge.
Nov. Is. David Harum.
Nov. 15. DeWolf Hopper.
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Manager. TERRE HAUTE, IND.
LEE GOODMAN
HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING THAT IS
NEW, NOBBY AND UP-TO-DATE IN
CLOTHING HATS AND FURNISHINGS
SWEATER AND CAP CONTRACTS
GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION . .
410 WABASH AVE.
Always mention THE TECHNIC when doing business with our advertisers. It may do us good
